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Chapter 1.
NGC SECURITY SCAN FAILURE REMEDIES

NGC Container Registry performs automated security scans on containers pushed to the NGC registry. The scanning tool checks against the content of a dockerfile if provided, or a derived dockerfile based on the docker layer history if the dockerfile is not provided.

The Security Scan tab is displayed on the description page for the specific container and shows the results of the scan. The following are some remedies for select security scan failures:

**CVE Failures**

These failures typically occur for one of two reasons:

- Your container image is built from an older base image which has now been found to have security vulnerabilities.
  
  New CVEs are reported every month, so a base image even a few months old is likely no longer secure.
- Your container is built from a recent base image, but a new CVE has been found since its release.
  
  The NGC scanning tool picks up known CVE updates daily, so an image that passed yesterday may fail today.

In both cases the remedy is usually the same; look for the most recent tag for your base image (**FROM** line in your dockerfile) and rebuild your container.

The following is an example of a base image CVE and the remedy.

**Issue**


**Fix**

Rebuild the image and include the latest package which fixes the identified code flaw.

For example:
Use the latest base image which includes the latest package:

```
FROM ubuntu:19.04
```

or

Include the specific run command to update the old package:

```
apt update && apt install --only-upgrade linux-libc-dev
```

CVE failures can also be triggered by other packages/binaries that you install in your container after the base image. The CVE Failure message should have identified the package or binary that triggered it. Look for a more recent version of that package or binary, update your dockerfile and rebuild your docker image.

**Denied/Exposed Port Failures**

NGC has a list of ports which should not be opened in an NGC Container Image.

An example of a denied port is port 80, the default port for HTTP. HTTP connections (as opposed to HTTPS) are not encrypted and are insecure. Modern browsers will warn against an open HTTP connection and is a bad user experience. Port 443 and HTTPS should be used instead - no warnings will appear and the connection is secure.

The following is the list of denied ports:

- 20 - FTP (there are more secure ways to file transfer)
- 23 - Telnet (recommend using a more secure service than telnet)
- 25 - SMTP (email service isn't a common service to be exposed for NGC containers)
- 80 - HTTP (recommend using https on port 433 instead)
- 115 - FTP (there are more secure ways to file transfer)

For all denied ports, the remedy is to use a secure alternative that provides the same functionality whose default port is not on the list of denied ports.

**Private Key Failures**

The NGC Security Scan identifies any private key crypto files in the image, and fails the scan if it finds them. Private keys are dangerous to leave in a published container image, as they may be used by others to authenticate on private or public services and gain access as an imposter.

The remedy is to remove the private keys and resubmit the container image.

There are cases where a container image includes private test keys to allow users to run tests on the container. These are generally harmless and can be whitelisted if the publisher requests.
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